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Star Topped Magic Wand
by  Sylvia Becker

What could be more 
handy than a magic 
wand to whisk away a 
bad day? Even though 
these beaded stars 
can’t guarantee results, 
they are certain to 
bring a smile. 

The pattern can be used 
as a starting point for 
a range of possibilities. 
With a little ingenuity 
it can be reworked 
to make flowers, 
Christmas ornaments, 
or hat pins.

The star is shaped 
from the outside in, 
decreasing at the 
points, increasing at 
the inverted points. 
Work the back side of the star directly off the front. Leave an opening at one of the 
star’s inverted points so you can add a glittery dowel for the handle.

I grade seed beads by sorting them by width. To make a flat star, use the slightly 
narrower beads for the points and the wider beads for the inverted points. If you 
use wider beads in the points, you can make a 3-D star.
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Star Topped Magic Wand

 MaTerialS:
� oz. each size ��° Japanese seed beads in purple 
luster and metallic gold
Purple Nymo “B” thread
�6” wooden dowel (3⁄�6” width)
Nail polish—purple enamel and gold glitter-flecked

 ToolS: 
Size �� beading needle
Scissors
Fine-toothed wood saw
#��0 sandpaper
Pencil sharpener

 TechniqueS:
Peyote Stitch

abbreviations used:
 rep: Repeat
 Dec: Decrease
 PT: Pass through
 rnd: Round

Front side

rnd 1:  Using wider beads without cutting bobbin thread, 
string 90 purple on �½ yards waxed Nymo. PT 
the first bead strung to make a circle. Leave 
some slack in the circled thread.

rnd 2:  Work in one-drop peyote alternating with dec in 
this pattern: *Work 4 purple. Make � dec. Work 4 
purple. Rep from * four times. PT the first bead 
of Rnd �.

rnd 3:  From this round on, keep thread taut. PT first 
bead  of Rnd �. *Work 3 gold in one-drop. 

Make � dec. Work 3 gold in one-drop. Work � 
purple beads together in a two-drop. Rep from * 
four times. PT the first bead of Rnd �.

rnd 4:  PT first bead of Rnd 3. *Work � gold in one-drop. 
Make � dec. Work 3 gold in one-drop. PT first 
bead in next two-drop made in Rnd 3. String � 
purple. PT second bead of two-drop. Work � gold 
in one-drop. Rep from * four times. PT first bead 
of Rnd 3.

rnd 5:  PT first bead of Rnd 4. Work � purple in one-drop. 
*Make � dec. Work � purple in one-drop. Work � 
gold in one-drop. Work � purple in one-drop. Rep 
from * four times.  End working � purple in one-
drop. PT first bead of Rnd 4.

rnd 6: PT first � beads of Rnd 5 to make a dec. *Work 
� purple in one-drop. Work � gold in two-drop. 
Work � purple in one-drop. Make � dec. Rep from 
* four times. End working � purple in one-drop. 
PT first beads of Rnd 5.

rnd 7: PT first bead of Rnd 6. *Work � purple in one-
drop. PT first bead in next two-drop made in Rnd 
6. String � gold. PT second bead of two-drop. 
Work � purple in one-drop. Make � dec. Rep from 
* four times. PT first bead of Rnd 6.

rnd 8: PT first bead of Rnd 7. *Work 4 purple in one-
drop. Make � dec. Rep from * four times. PT first 
bead of Rnd 7.

rnd 9: PT first bead of Rnd 8. *Work � purple in one-
drop. Work � purple in two-drop. Work � purple 
in one-drop. Make � dec. Rep from * four times. 
PT first bead of Rnd 8.

rnd 10: PT first bead of Rnd 9. *Work � purple in one-drop. 
PT first bead of the next two-drop made in Rnd 9. 
String � gold. PT second bead of two-drop. Work 
� purple in one- drop. Make � dec. Rep from * 
four times. PT first bead of Rnd 9.

rnd 11: PT first bead of Rnd �0. *Work � purple in one-
drop. Make � dec. Rep from * four times. PT first 
bead of Rnd �0.

rnd 12: PT first bead of Rnd ��. *Work � gold in one-drop. 
Make � dec. Rep from * four times. PT first bead 
of Rnd ��.

rnd 13: PT first bead of Rnd ��. Work 5 gold in one-drop. 
PT first bead of Rnd ��.

NOTE:
Make a two-drop decrease by passing the thread 
from one bead through the next without adding 
a bead at the “gap,” then in the next round work a one-
drop peyote over the two-drop. Keep the thread taut to 
avoid holes. 
Make a two-drop increase, work a two-drop peyote 
over a one-drop in one round, and then in the next round 
work a one-drop peyote between the two-drop. For a 
smooth increase, use very narrow beads for both the 
two-drop and the one-drop between. 
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rnd 14: PT first bead of Rnd �3. String � gold. PT third 
then fourth beads of Rnd �3. PBT the bead added 
in this round. PBT second and first beads of Rnd 
�3. Weave thread through several beads to secure 
and trim close to work.

Back side
To work other side of the star, cut bobbin thread to �½ 
yards. Rnd � from the front side serves as the first rnd of 
this side. PT last bead added in Rnd � from the front side.

rnd 2, back side: Work �6 purple in one-drop peyote 
stitch. String 5 purple. PT the sixteenth bead of Rnd 
�. Work �6 purple in one-drop. PT last bead added in 
Rnd �, front side.

rnd 3–14, back side: Work the front side’s pattern beg 
with Rnd 3. Be sure to work the 5 beads strung in 
Rnd �, second side, rather than use those from the 
front side (this will give you the gap in which to 
insert your dowel). When done, weave thread through 
several beads to secure and trim close to work. Insert 
decorated dowel into gap.

Wand
Select the rough end of your dowel and sharpen it to a dull 
point with a pencil sharpener. Curl the sandpaper and sand 
the length of the dowel. Smooth the point and the butt 
end of the dowel by holding the sandpaper still and moving 
the dowel. Wipe the dust off the dowel and apply a thin 
coat of nail polish to all but the sharp end and tip it up 
to dry throroughly. Paint the tip when you do the second 
coat. (I used two coats of enamel and one coat of glitter.) 

Round  1
Round  2
Round  3
Round  4
Round  5
Round  6
Round  7
Round  8
Round  9
Round 10
Round 11
Round 12
Round 13
Round 14
Round 15
Round 16
Round 17
Round 18
Round 19
Round 20
Round 21
Round 22
Round 23
Round 24
Round 25
Round 26
Round 27
Round 28

Side 1, 
Rounds 1–14

Side 2,  
Rounds 15–28

Round by round working chart

Pattern chart

SYlVia BecKer teaches beadworking classes and 
exhibits her work nationally.

Remember to use good ventilation. If the star does not fit 
snugly on the wand, you can use a bit of glue or build up 
the wand with a few more layers of nail polish. R

http://www.interweave.com/go/bdbw

